
So, back to the case back.

Cut through hole roughly, then pop excess out. Use a sanding circle to cut just over the line drawn.



We are going to cut the section from the old case.

Pry off the lid. Crudely cut out the perimeter, we need so keep some of the raised ledges so we can secure the unit into the
case easier.



This is what we end up with.

Remove the surplus legs from the back too.



Put unit in place, work out how much extra you need to cut away from the circle, so the lip from the old PSone case is flush
against the case base, otherwise the CD won’t be easy to put in and take out.

Hot glue the CD holder in place. Cut out a hole for the memory card slot.



You might need to use some beads or similar, however, get the memory card mounted in the case as low as it will go. you
need it so the memory card is low and also easy for the memory card to go in and out.

With memory card removed:



Time to make the edging look nicer - use putty to fill the gap; or hot glue if you prefer (and a knife to shape it smooth
before it cools).



Backing plate (template in kit) - after cutting hole and using a sanding drum; use sandpaper to make the edges smooth.

Up to you what design you want it to be, just an idea below I used. The white paper represented cut-out holes.



Orange arrows mark the marks I made to highlight the center of the four existing metal contacts, so I know where to put the
magnets. Four magnets (supplied) are fine to secure the backing plate to the case.

The ovals have a cross in them so it is easy to check they are central to the case. Made the distance from the edge of the
backing plate to the other side of the ovals 3.7cms.

Ovals cut out. Used the two Dremel bits on the top of the pic; the flat one to bore about 2/3 through the 2mm thick perspex,
so the 1mm thick magnets can sit inside the hole. Once done, used a craft knife to slice off the excess plastic and then used
the other Dremel bit is to get the rough bits in the center trimmed off.



Put a little putty in each of the recesses, then add a magnet on top.

Orange arrows - put four pieces of perspex, small and slim pieces, in place to ensure the backing plate registers in the right
place through the hole, the red arrows are four small blobs of putty which bridge the 1mm gap between the backing plate
and the case backing, the yellow arrow is a final piece of perspex, to make sure the backing plate is in the right place.



The magnets have enough power to lift the backing case, as the magnets are in the right place.

The windows will have a piece of clear 6 thou PVC under them, so dust doesn't build up inside the case.

How to cut out metal circles safely you ask, for the magnets to stick to! How about this for a solution - used a paper punch
and then flattened the bits with pliers! The metal pieces can be stuck in place with UHU or similar glue (see pic above).




